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ABSTRACT

We have applied restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis
to a 30-member panel of primary glioma DNAs, which had been previ
ously examined for loss of genetic information (C. D. James, E. Carlbom,
J. P. Dumanski, M. Hansen, M. Nordenskjold, V. P. Collins, and W. K.
Cavenee, Cancer Res., 48:5546-5551, 1988), to determine the frequency
and sublocalization of loss of genetic information from chromosome 9.
We have also utilized scanning densitometry for dosage determination of
the 9p-localized Interferon a and Interferon ÃŸ-\genes among these same
tumors. Our results reveal the following: (a) for those cases in which
loss has occurred, the region of common loss lies on the short (p) arm of
the chromosome; (/Â»)loss of genetic information from the short arm of
chromosome 9 occurs frequently in glial tumors of intermediate (ana-
plastic, grade III) and high (glioblastoma, grade IV) histolÃ³gica!malig
nancy (10 of 20 cases) but not in tumors of low (grade II) histolÃ³gica!
malignancy (0 of 10 cases); (c) tumors with 9p deletions are hemi- or
nullizygous for interferon ,J-1 and the Interferon a gene cluster; (d) cases
of interferon nullizygosity occur exclusively among tumors of highest
histolÃ³gica!malignancy (glioblastoma). These data, especially the deter
mination of a region of nullizygosity, suggest proximity to or residence
within a gene(s) whose function!s) is (are) critical to the suppression of
the malignant evolution of glial tumors.

INTRODUCTION

RFLP2 analysis has been used extensively to examine tumor

DNAs for the purpose of localizing and identifying genes whose
products suppress tumor initiation (1,2) and/or progression
(3, 4). We have previously applied this method of analysis to
the most common form of primary central nervous system
tumor, the gliomas, to determine the genomic locations of
frequent loss of genetic information among such tumors (5, 6).
The results from these studies indicated that loss of genetic
information from the region 17pl 1.2-pter was the only genetic
alteration observed among members of each malignancy grade
of glioma and that loss from chromosome 10 occurred fre
quently and exclusively in the most malignant of gliomas, the
glioblastomas. These data therefore could be interpreted as
indicating that genetic alterations accumulate in glial tumors
during their malignant evolution (3).

In our initial study (5), a single marker near the centromere
on the long arm of chromosome 9 (7, 8) was used to examine
gliomas for loss of genetic information from this chromosome.
Since 9p deletions are a frequently cited structural alteration in
gliomas (9-11), and because of the recent determination of 9p-
localized IFN nullizygosity in cell lines derived from malignant
gliomas (12), we have undertaken a more detailed RFLP analy
sis of chromosome 9 in primary glial tumors. A deletion-
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mapping approach (6, 13) was used, and results were obtained
which suggest that the short arm of chromosome 9 harbors a
tumor suppressor gene (or genes) whose loss(es) is (are) fre
quently involved in the evolution of these tumors. The deter
mination of 9p-localized IFN nullizygosity in six highly malig

nant gliomas (glioblastomas) provides additional evidence in
support of this interpretation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human Tissue Samples. Human glioma samples were obtained from
34 patients between 11 and 74 years of age. Tumor diagnoses were
made according to the World Health Organization criteria (14) and the
criteria of Burger et al. (15) when distinguishing AA from GB. Thirty-
two of the tumors were from adult patients (>18 years of age); tumors
GB9 and A5 (Fig. 10) were from pediatrie patients. Two tumors (AA3
and AA4) were obtained by surgical resection of tumor regrowth in
patients who had undergone radiation and/or chemotherapy treatment
following initial surgical resection of the primary tumor; all other
specimens were obtained from initial surgeries from patients who had
not received any treatment. Fresh tumor specimens were frozen 0-3
years before isolation of DNA: peripheral venous blood was obtained
from 30 of the patients (Fig. IB) before surgery as a source of normal
control DNA for the RFLP analysis; no control DNA was available for
GB patients 13-16 (Fig. 3).

DNA Extraction, Southern Blotting, and Probe Hybridization. Cor
responding normal and tumor DNAs analyzed in this study had been
isolated as described previously (5). All tumor DNAs examined in this
study were prepared from macroscopically pure tumor tissue from
which a small sample was taken for histopathological analysis and
confirmation of high tumor cell content. DNA samples were digested
to completion with restriction enzymes (Boehringer Mannheim or
Pharmacia), electrophoresed, transferred to a nylon membrane (Nytran;
Schleicher and Schuell), and hybridized to probes radiolabeled by nick
translation (16) or random oligonucleotide-priming (17) procedures.

The chromosome 9 loci examined (Fig. \A) and their corresponding
DNA probes included: IFNBÃŒ(pSY2051), IFNA (a-IFN),AS.S'(ASSg3),

D9S1 (pHF12-8), D9S7 (pEFD126.3), D9S10 (pMCT1326), and
D9S16 (pMCOA12). Information about probes pSY2051 and ASSg3
was obtained from their distribution source, American Type Culture
Collection; information concerning all other probes can be obtained in
Human Gene Mapping 10(18).

Scanning Densitometry. To determine allelic and/or gene dosages,
autoradiograms resulting from exposure to filters hybridized with the
IFNBÃŒand/or Â¡FNAprobes were examined by scanning densitometry
with an LKB Ultroscan XL, and peak areas corresponding to each
hybridization signal were calculated by electronic integration. Follow
ing their exposure to film, filters were stripped of probe in 0.4 M NaOH
at room temperature for 15 to 30 min and recycled many times by
successive hybridizations with syntenic and/or nonsyntenic probes. The
control probes used for dosage determination were chosen by revealing
maintenance of constitutional heterozygosity in the tumor DNA. IFNA
and IFNBI hybridization signals were normalized against the signal
produced by control probes to derive their dosage values in the tumor
samples.
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RESULTS

A 30-member panel of normal-glioma DNA pairs was ex
amined with seven chromosome 9 markers. Of the probes used,
five have been localized to the long (q) arm of the chromosome
(Fig. IA). The two remaining markers, cDNA probes for the
1FNA and IFNB1 genes, reside on the short arm of the chro
mosome. Of these two 9p-localized probes, only the one for the
IFNB1 locus proved useful for analysis of LOH. As reported
by Ohlsson et al. (19), IFNBl probes reveal alleile restriction
fragment variants for Banll and Msp\ digests; the Banll poly-
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Fig. 1. Loss of genetic information from chromosome 9 in adult gliomas. A,
linear chromosomal order of loci investigated in this study using RFLP analysis
(7, 8). B, chromosome 9 loci zygosity in gliomas. Normal-tumor DNA pairs were
analyzed for loss of heterozygosity at the loci indicated. 2, tumor DNA mainte
nance of heterozygosity; /, loss of heterozygosity (locus hemizygosity); 0, tumor
DNA nullizygosity. In those cases in which no entry has been made for q-arm
loci, the patient's constitutional DNA was either uninformative or not tested.
Tumor designations: GB, glioblastoma; AA, anaplastic astrocytoma; AO, anaplas-
tic oligodendroglioma; AOA, anaplastic oligoastrocytoma; A, astrocytoma: O,
oligodendroglioma; OA, oligoastrocytoma. ', patients whose IFNBl dosage was

determined by scanning densitometry only. The dosage values for these patients
were: GB3, 0.15; GB4, 0.19; GB10. 1.88; GB11. 2.15; GB12. 2.06; AA2. 0.90;
AA3, 1.15; AA5, 2.11; AA6, 2.03; A3, 2.12; A4, 2.07; AS, 2.11; Ol. 1.91; O2.
2.08; and O3, 1.96. The formula used to calculate these values is:

IFNBl,

HL,

IFNBl,

HL,

-x 2

where IFNBl represents the signal response for the interferon rfl probe pSY2051
in corresponding normal (n) and tumor (f) DNA samples and HL represents the
signal response at a locus in which the tumor DNA displayed maintenance of
heterozygosity. Using this formula, a value of 2.00 would represent a normalized
tumor DNA IFNBl signal response equivalent to that produced by the correspond
ing, normalized control DNA.

morphism is also revealed by Sad digests.
Fifteen of the patients were constitutionally heterozygous for

one or both of the /F/Vfi/-restriction enzyme combinations, and
six of these (GB1, GB2, GB5, GB6, AA1, and AO1; see Fig. 1
for explanation of abbreviations used for tumor classification)
revealed loss of one or both alÃelesin their corresponding tumor
DNA (Fig. IB). Of these six patients, one (GB2) revealed LOH
at a single informative (constitutionally heterozygous) q-arm
locus; the five remaining patients displayed maintenance of
heterozygosity at all informative q-arm loci (e.g., GB6 and AA1

in Fig. 2).
Scanning densitometry was used to evaluate IFNBl signal

response in all tumor DNAs to determine IFNBl gene dosage
in these tumors. Such analysis revealed that all reductions to
homozygosity (or LOH) and nullizygosity were associated with
one and zero IFNBl gene dose(s), respectively. In instances of
nullizygosity, the residual tumor DNA IFNBl signal (relative
response always <10% of normal) corresponded well with the
estimated normal cell content of the histopathological control
specimen ("Materials and Methods"). This type of analysis

further revealed that among the 15 patients who were uninfor-
mative (constitutionally homozygous) for IFNBl there were
two cases of tumor DNA IFNBl hemizygosity (AA2 and AA3)
and two additional cases of nullizygosity (GB3 and GB4). The
combined RFLP and gene dosage analysis revealed, therefore,
that 10 of the tumors examined in this series had lost one or
both IFNBl alÃeles(summarized in Fig. 1; see Fig. 2 for
examples). Six of these were malignancy grade IV (glioblas
toma) and four were malignancy grade III (anaplastic) tumors.
All tumor DNA IFNBl nullizygosities were observed among
the glioblastomas.

Twenty-eight of the 30 adult glioma patients were informative
at one or more of the q-arm loci examined; of these informative
cases, 3 displayed loss of heterozygosity from 9q (e.g., GB4 in
Fig. 2). Two of these patients were nullizygous (GB2, GB4) and
the third was hemizygous (AA2) at the IFNBl locus (Fig. 1).

The results of the densitometric analysis can also be used to
consider the chromosomal mechanisms (1) associated with
losses of genetic information from chromosome 9. Since zero
or one alÃelecopies were determined for each such loss (Fig. 1),
mitotic recombination and chromosome reduplication can be
excluded as associated mechanisms. Therefore, cases displaying
/FAW-specific loss (GB1, GB3, GB5, AA1, AA3, and AO1)
occurred through simple p-arm-specific deletions (e.g., GB6
and AA1 in Fig. 2); case AA2, whose tumor DNA displayed a
single alÃeledose for both q- and p-arm markers, presumably
arose from chromosomal nondisjunction. Two of the tumors
which revealed IFNBl nullizygosity (GB2, GB4) displayed loss
of a single q-arm alÃele,suggesting the occurrence of both
chromosomal nondisjunction and partial p-arm-specific loss.

To further investigate the deletion of chromosome 9 se
quences in glial tumors, the 9p-localized 1FNA loci were ana
lyzed by hybridizing several filters with a cDNA probe for
human IFN-Â«2 for the purpose of assessing relative tumor
DNA IFNA dosage. Unlike the single-copy IFNBl gene, IFNA
is encoded by a gene family in humans (20, 21). This family
consists of at least two subfamilies, each of which contain
functional IFNAs and nonfunctional pseudogenes. Both IFNA
subfamilies reside on the short arm of chromosome 9 in close
cytogenetic and linkage proximity to the IFNBl gene. In total,
the number of IFNA genes and pseudogenes in the human
genome may be as high as 30 and the signal response resulting
from hybridization of the IFN-Â«2cDNA to filter-bound gen-
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Fig. 2. Chromosome 9 deletion-mapping
dala revealing 9p as the region of common loss
in malignant gliomus. Normal (,V)-tumor (T)
DNA pairs were examined for loss of genetic
information with the locus-enzyme combina
tions indicated beneath each autoradiogram.
Lt'ft ordinate*, alÃeledesignations; right ordi
nales, alÃelesi/es in kilobases. All designations
are according to Human Gene Mapping 10
(18) except for the ASS-Pstl combination
which is described in Ref. 30. Ã•Ã•B6and AAI,
examples of malignancy grades IV and III
gliomas displaying //r.VÃ„/-specific LOH
(IFNBI hemizygosity): GBI and (iB4. exam
ples of malignancy grade IV tumors displaying
IFNBI nullizygosity (each of these patients
displayed constitutional homozygosity of the
3.9-kilobase, C2 alÃele).Msp\ results displayed
for patients GB1 and GB4 were obtained by
hybridization and rehybridization of the same
filter with probes from the loci indicated. C,
nonsyntenic control probe (locus) used for de
termination of relative amounts of normal and
tumor DNA on Msp\ filters. ", the 1.3- and
1.6-kilobase restriction fragments which con
stitute the A2 alÃeleof loeus D3S2 were not
resolved on this gel. b, our estimation of the
alÃelelengths for this locus-enzyme combina
tion were slightly different from those reported
previously (6.0 and 4.3 kilobases: Ref. 30).
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omic digests is due to the presence of many complementary
sequences within a normal cell (19). For some restriction en
zymes (e.g., EcoRl), the restriction fragment patterns resulting
from IFN-Â«2cDNA hybridization reveal a few constant bands
and no polymorphism, and we have used such patterns to
analyze IFNA dosage. Densitometric analysis of 1FNA signal

response among the 30-member panel of patient normal-tumor
DNA pairs revealed a tumor IFNA signal response which con
firmed IFNBI deletion in each case of deletion (e.g., GB1, GB2,
GB5, GB6, and AA3 in Fig. 3). In four additional glioblastomas
for which there was no normal control DNA (GBs 13-16),
IFNA nullizygosity was evident in 2 cases (GB 14 and GB 15).
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All of the tumors examined in this study had been previously
subjected to extensive RFLP analysis and had been examined
for amplification of the EGFR and MYCN genes (5). Compar
ison of the data resulting from the deletion-mapping examina
tion of chromosome 9 with the data acquired previously reveals
that each of the tumor DNAs demonstrating 9p/IFN deletion
had suffered at least one additional alteration (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

The data presented here, derived from restriction fragment
length polymorphism and gene dosage analysis, supports the
existence of a tumor suppressor gene(s) on the short arm of
chromosome 9 whose loss(es) is (are) a frequent event in the
development of malignant glioma. Since we were unable to
detect such loss in any tumors of low histological malignancy
(Fig. 1) and since such loss was only detected in tumors with
additional alterations (Table 1), these data suggest the 9p
deletions as an event of tumor progression (3, 4) rather than
initiation (1, 2).

In addition to this series of tumors occurring most commonly
in adults, 13 central nervous system tumors common to the
pediatrie age group have been examined for loss of genetic
information using the IFNB1 probe (22). Six of the 10 patients
with medulloblastoma and 2 of 3 patients with pilocytic astro-
cytoma were informative at this locus and none revealed loss of
genetic information. These data suggest, therefore, that 9p
deletions are specific to malignant central nervous system tu
mors which usually occur in adults.

The 30 tumors listed in Fig. 1 had been previously subjected
to RFLP analysis and, as can be seen in Table 1, loss of genetic
information among the tumors showing chromosome 9 and/or
9p deletions had been determined at several other genomic
locations. However, most of the LOH studies involving primary
human tumors, including our own, have only been successful
in determining the locations at which one of two alÃelesis lost.
The determination of a region which is entirely deleted or
altered in tumor tissue has previously indicated proximity to or
residence within a gene whose function is critical to the suppres
sion of tumor initiation and/or progression (23-26).

Table 1 Genetic alterations in gliomas with chromosome 9 deletions
-, losses of genetic information. Arm-specific loss has been indicated from

those chromosomes and cases in which such specificity was determined (6). Loci
and corresponding probes used to detect loss of genetic information on all
chromosomes other than 9 are listed in Refs. 5 and 6. For chromosome 9. IFNBI
(9p) hemi- and nullizygosity arc distinguished by the use of one or two, respec
tively, â€”9(p)entries. +. EGFR gene amplification.

TumorGBIGB2GB3GB4GB5GB6AA1AA2AA3AO1Geneticalterations-9p.
-9p. -10.+EGFR-9,

-9p. -10.+EGFR-9p.
-9p, -10. -11. -13, -17.+EGFR-9.

-9p, -10,-22-9p.
-10.+EGFR-9p.
-10. -22.+EGFR-9p.-17p-9.

-17p-9p.
+EGFR-1.

-4, -9p. -21

Miyakoshi et al. (12) have recently reported that the IFN
genes on the short arm of chromosome 9 are frequently deleted
in cell lines established from malignant gliomas. In our initial
RFLP analysis of primary glial tumors, the sole marker used
from this chromosome had, through use of somatic cell hybrids,
been localized between 9ql 1 and 9pter (27); no loss of hetero-
zygosity was observed with this marker. More recently, the
location of the sequence detected by this probe has been deter
mined to lie near the centromere on 9q (7, 8). As a result of
this new information, we initiated a study to examine the
incidence of 9p deletions in primary glial tumors. Our results
are entirely consistent with those described for cell lines derived
from the malignant gliomas (12) and indicate that such loss is
of significance in their in vivo clonal evolution (3). At this time,
the minimum region of deletion on 9p is not well defined.
However, in two of the glioblastomas analyzed in this study,
our dosage analysis indicated the presence of IFNBI DNA and
the nearly complete absence of IFNA DNA (GB 14, GB 15: Fig.
3). Therefore, the minimum common region of deletion which
is indicated at this time is that part of the short arm spanned
by the IFNA genes. The possibility that the IFN genes them
selves may function as tumor suppressor genes in glial cells,
and would therefore represent the target of 9p deletions, has

IO (Oco
CÃ›OÃ™OÃ™GÃ›Ã›Ã›GÃ›CD CD <C OÃ™QÃ›
o o o o oooo<ooo

IFNA

DXYSI

<**> IFNB1
Fig. ÃŒ.Comparison of relative IFNA and IFNBI dosage in malignant gliomas. Â£coRl-digested normal control (A7)and tumor ( T) DNAs were electrophoresed and

blot transferred to a nylon-based membrane. The filter was hybridized and rehybridized with the following probes: a-IFN (IFNA), pSY2501 (IFNBI), and pDP34
(DXYSI). The band displayed for IF\A corresponds to a 4.5-kilobase froRI restriction fragment described previously (31) and produces the most rapid signal
response among a few bands revealed by hybridization of the IFN-Â«2cDNA probe a-IFN to fcoRI-digested DNA (see "Results"). The intensity of all other IFNA-

comaining restriction fragments revealed by this probe were reduced proportionately in tumor DNAs revealing a reduction in intensity of the band displayed. The
bands revealed by the IFNBI and DXYSI probes were the only bands revealed in EcoR I-digested DNA. DXYSI was selected as a signal standard since this probe
failed to reveal loss of heterozygosity (Taql digest; data not shown) in any of the tumor DNAs from 26 informative glioma patients among the 30 patients listed in
Fig. 1. Approximate restriction fragment sizes: DXYSI. 2 kilobases: IFNBI. 1 kilobases.
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recently been considered in some detail ( 12). As a result of their
deletion, as determined by molecular and/or cytogenetic analy
sis, the 9p-localized IFNs have also been implicated as tumor

suppressor genes in leukemias (28) and malignant melanoma
(29). We believe that a conservative interpretation of the results
from these studies would call for the identification and devel
opment of markers from 9p which could be used to characterize
and define the region of deletion. However, the frequency of
IFN nullizygosity observed within this group of tumors lends
further support to their having a tumor suppressor gene role.
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